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SUSTAINABLE
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Regenerative Packaging 
Pierre Paslier, Co-Founder, Notpla
Pierre Paslier, co-founder of Notpla, a London-
based maker of seaweed packaging, is on a 
mission to consign single-use plastic to history.

Green Hydrogen
Roeland Baan, CEO, Topsoe

Policy Tailwinds
Nancy Floyd, Founder, Nth Power

Progress over Perfection
Amy Schumacher, CEO,  
The Heritage Group



“Within the next five years we’re 
going to see a huge acceleration 

towards plastic solutions.”
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Q  | What first triggered your interest in sustainability?
I owe it to my parents who brought to my attention our impact on the broader 
environment and the consumption of products with excessive packaging.

I think it was always at the back of my mind but there was another moment which 
flicked a switch. I started my career as a packaging engineer for L’Oréal, the cosmetics 
company and we were making hundreds of millions of plastic bottles and other 
packaging, seeing them being produced at incredible speed on conditioning lines.

I realized that I was putting my mind to the service of making more of those things that 
were bad for the planet and would stay around for hundreds of years. 

Q  | And from that point what made you establish Notpla?
I recognized that this job at L’Oréal was not for me so I quit and enrolled in a Masters 
at Imperial College in London. That’s where I met my co-founder Rodrigo who was an 
architect by background and had been working at the intersection of discarded plastic 
bottles to create installations that would feature those waste materials.

We both had an understanding that plastic was a problem and it focused our innovative 
lens on the topic. During the Masters course we became interested in how we could 
create man made fruits using natural extracts.

One of those extracts was from brown seaweed that is currently used to make fake caviar. 
When we discovered this technique, invented a hundred years ago, we were surprised to 
learn that you can make a gelatinous, transparent, tasteless membrane out of seaweed.

That was a ‘eureka’ moment as we realized we could use the seaweed extract for other 
applications, not just fake fish eggs and jellies. That was the starting point and to our 
surprise, those first few prototypes of little bubbles holding water, created in our kitchen  
went viral when we showed them online.

At that point we didn’t believe that people would pay so much attention to this natural 
biodegradable and edible packaging but as they did, it gave us extra motivation to 
explore it as a proper business.

Q  | How serious is the problem of plastic pollution that you’re trying to 
solve?

Working on this topic can sometimes feel a little overwhelming and at the heart of 
the problem is the fact that we’re using a man-made material that hasn’t been on this 
planet for more than 150 years and we’re using it for things that are performing their 
functionality for less than five minutes in such vast quantities that it is starting to choke 
the rest of our natural environment.

Often when we talk about plastic pollution, people imagine the turtle with a straw in its 
nose or a big piece of plastic floating around the ocean but what’s problematic with 
plastic is that it’s a forever waste.
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It only fragments smaller and smaller over hundreds of years. 
It never fully disappears as nature doesn’t know how to 
incorporate it back into the natural system. Much of this plastic 
is finding its way into micro plankton which is disrupting a huge 
amount of carbon sequestration from happening in our oceans.

It’s also going up the food chain to marine animals and 
eventually into humans. We have it in our blood, it’s in the air we 
breathe and the water we drink. It will keep on accumulating for 
as long as we keep using it.

Q  | Did winning last year’s Earthshot prize, backed by 
Prince William, change your impact and business 
trajectory?

It was massive. There is a £1 million prize which is always useful 
for R&D, buying expensive equipment and growing the team but 
what you can’t buy is the willingness of businesses to work with 
you as a partner. 

After winning the prize, we saw a significant shift in the 
willingness of companies to return our calls. It accelerates 
scalable production and distribution. For us, it’s been incredible 
to have that visibility and seal of approval.

It means that we are on the way to replacing tens of millions of 
single use plastic with the help of our new partners.

Prince William is a big fan of Aston Villa and he literally called 
them to look into Notpla for the stadium and from there we 
started to work closely with catering companies. That pilot has 
opened many more doors.

Q  | You’ve created an edible water pouch and now 
rigid materials. Which segment has the biggest 
sustainability impact?

We are starting with a handful of products but our goal is to 
create a suite of sustainable solutions. Our packaging can either 
be eaten, composted, dissolved, or recycled.

Firstly, we are targeting places where there’s a quick consumption 
of liquids and have been successful in marathons and races where 
a huge amount of plastic is used for hydrating the runners.

We are taking this to the next level with Decathlon, the sports 
retailer, by working on eliminating plastic from their energy 
gel range, which is exciting as there’s a high chance of empty 
pouches being left on a trail in nature.

Our takeaway food containers target the food service industry. In 
Europe alone, over 2 billion containers are used every year that 
are usually composed of cardboard with a thin layer of plastic 
inside to make it resistant to water and grease, which we can 
replace with our seaweed.

We work with Just Eat, the online food delivery platform but we 
also have a number of other solutions in the pipeline such as 
flexible film for making sachets and pouches starting initially with 
detergent pods and other types of soluble applications.

Today some of our products are at different levels of 
industrialization but our edible bubbles and our takeaway food 
containers are the most scaled-up products. 

We have managed to retrofit existing factories that produce 
plastic coated takeaway boxes with our seaweed which has 
saved about 5 million takeaway food containers. We are active 
in 9 countries in Europe where hundreds of restaurants are using 
our products instead of plastic.

We are working on containers for dry food and beyond this we are 
excited about a number of innovations including injection molding 
for disposable cutlery, which was banned in the UK in October.

Equally, we have a seaweed paper which uses the by-product 
from the seaweed extraction process. It’s a way to be even more 
circular and those are exciting opportunities to help brands 
switch away from plastic.

Q  | More hospitality companies and sporting venues are 
adopting alternatives to disposable plastic. How far 
are we from consigning single use plastic to history? 

Within the next five years we’re going to see a huge acceleration 
towards plastic solutions.

We see that with the UK’s new ban on single use plastics and 
The Netherlands has a tax and ban that is significantly curtailing 
the use of plastic in takeaway food containers.

In The Netherlands we are the first plastic-free solution to be 
certified by the government.

Through legislation and innovation, we will see a quickening in 
the demise of single use plastic. 

That being said, plastic is such a high performance material and 
it is so heavily subsidized that certain use cases will continue for 
a while. 
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Q  | What are the biggest obstacles to growing and 
scaling Notpla?

Number one is cost. We need to reach the scale of plastic in 
order to compete on the level that plastic is produced. With the 
help of our partners, we’re starting to see a significant decrease 
in cost as their volume comes through to us.

The second one is greenwashing. There is almost no 
enforcement of companies that mislead consumers by selling 
plastic under the guise of ‘plastic free’. That said, new regulation 
such as the Green Claim Directive in Europe is making it riskier 
for companies to engage in misleading advertising. 

Lastly, investors supporting innovation. Today we see a reduction 
in capital being deployed to startups and scale-ups so investors 
need to think longer term and become more resilient to shocks 
because the moment clouds gather in the economy, the tap runs 
dry.

The current high inflation environment has made it more difficult 
to raise capital and it’s hard to see those knee jerk reactions at 
the expense of innovation. 

Q  | What’s your big ambition? What are you trying to 
achieve over the next five or ten years?

We have replaced more than 3.5 million single use plastics but 
to really have an impact we need to get to a billion and the next 
few years are going to be critical to replicate what we’re doing in 
Europe in other continents.

We need to become the cheapest sustainable alternative on the 
market.

We have the ambition to become the Tetra Pak of sustainable 
packaging with a portfolio of solutions for brands who are 
excited about a future where packaging can be regenerative.

Q  | Are you seeing a push or pull from consumers and 
brands themselves?

We’re seeing a massive shift in consumer sentiment. Purpose 
led brands are growing rapidly, they are able to swim where 
traditional brands are sinking as they are not delivering the 
values expected by consumers.

It’s great to see that doing good business with good values is 
turning into an advantage or even a requirement. 

With B2B brands, it’s more hit and miss because they are 
shielded from consumer pressure but eventually everything flows 
back to consumers. That’s especially true in our world where we 
see friction in getting listed by distributors but pressure keeps on 
coming from their customer who ask for sustainable solutions so 
eventually they have to list us.

Q  | Is regulation a tailwind in your industry? 
The UN is corralling member states to sign a global plastics 
treaty to reduce plastic pollution. It’s a significant moment as we 
are talking about materials at the heart of our society.

In Europe the single use plastic directive is defining once and 
for all what is and isn’t plastic with two simple criteria: Native 
polymers abundant in nature that haven’t been chemically 
modified are not plastic. Any other polymer is in the plastic 
category.

This differentiation creates a very clear aspiration for innovation 
within the realm of what nature already knows and exists.

We see more innovation happening within this native polymer 
space because it will be exempt from taxes and labelling that the 
product contains plastic. 

We are keen to create an industry and encourage competition 
because that’s how you convince big corporates to move without 
feeling like they are taking a risk to put all of their production with 
Notpla. 

Q  | Notpla is constantly pushing the boundaries of 
innovation. Are you looking into other areas of 
material science that can be applied to familiar 
disposable products with a lower carbon footprint?

It’s mostly seaweed but we also consider by-products from the 
agrifood industry as plants have wonderful properties that make 
them waterproof and rigid which are applicable to replacing 
plastic. Those solutions should be natural, abundant and not 
chemically modified.

Q  | Who’s your sustainable hero and why? 
I would say my grandparents because they knew how to live 
without consuming a lot. I don’t think we need mega new 
technologies. Instead, we need to look at ourselves and find 
ways to be more respectful of the environment.
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